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Abstract 

Many projects have investigated the issue of storing XML in traditional database systems and exporting 

data in traditional databases as XML documents. However, they have paid little attention to the 

formalization of the data models and transformation between them. In this paper, we address this problem 

by providing a formal framework in which Document Type Definitions and the Semantic Binary Object-

Oriented Data Model’s Semantic Schemas are formally defined and converted into each other. Through this 

formalization, we achieve preciseness and conciseness in expressing both data models and performing 

transformations between them.  
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1. Introduction 

 

With the popularity of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [1] as a data exchange and representation 

format on the Web growing, many XML-related issues have been studied in different projects; for example 
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[9, 5, 21,7, 10] focused on the storage issues of XML and [2, 8] investigated issues in publishing data 

stored in traditional databases as XML. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the projects that 

transform XML into traditional database models (relational, object-oriented, or object-relational) or vice-

versa formalized their work, even though formalization is a very important mechanism for understanding 

the data models and the transformations between them.  

This paper is based on our work in [20], in which we described in detail the mapping from a DTD 

(Document Type Definition) [1] to a Semantic Schema of Sem-ODM (Semantic Binary Object-Oriented 

Data Model) [18] in order to store XML in Sem-ODB (Semantic Binary Object-Oriented Database 

System). In this paper, we study the formalization aspect of the transformation between the schemas of two 

data models, XML and Sem-ODM. We first present formal definitions of a DTD and a Semantic Schema. 

We then describe a formal framework in which a DTD and a Semantic Schema are converted into each 

other. The formalization of the transformation connects the two data models and helps us better understand 

the capabilities brought about by storing XML in Sem-ODB and exporting data in Sem-ODB as XML.  

The following contributions are made by this paper: 

• We formalize the XML schema language DTD and the Sem-ODM Semantic Schema. By doing 

so, we gain a better and precise understanding of the schemas of these two different data models.  

• We present the schema transformation between a DTD and a Semantic Schemas formally in both 

directions, i.e., DTD to Semantic Schema and vice-versa. In this way, we describe the possible 

relationships and conversions between these two data models.  

  

1.1. Related Work 

 

Efficiently storing and querying XML data has been a research issue studied in various projects [7, 5, 

21, 22, 10, 11, 6, 9, 23]. From the perspective of underlying data storage mechanisms adopted, this research 

work can be classified into three categories: the relational database approach [7, 5, 21, 22, 10, 11], the 

object-oriented database approach [6], and the native XML storage approach [9, 23]. The relational 

database approach has received a great deal of study due to its mature technological base and its widely 

market-dominating commercial implementations. Most research work using this approach first creates a 
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relational schema to store the structure and constraints of the XML data, and then loads the data into the 

resulting databases. Projects adopting this approach can be further categorized according to whether or not 

they utilize an XML schema (e.g., DTD, XML Schema [26]) for relational schema generation. The first 

category, schema-based conversion, requires a DTD/XML Schema available during the relational schema 

generation phase.  [21, 10, 11] are examples of this category. Another category, schema-less conversion, 

does not rely on DTDs/XML Schemas to create the relational schemas. [7, 5, 22] fall into this category. 

Tian et al. [24] evaluates the performance of six storage alternatives (one using file system, three using 

relational databases, and two using an object manager), with both schema-based and schema-less 

conversions involved.  Our approach of generating a Semantic Schema for XML documents is a schema-

based conversion. We require the existence of a DTD before performing the schema transformation.   

Another research direction, publishing data in traditional databases into XML, has also been studied. 

Lee et al. [12, 13] devises two algorithms to convert a single relational table or multiple interconnected 

relational tables into DTDs based on inclusion dependencies that are obtained from the underlying 

relational databases. In the XPERATO project [2], the authors first map the underlying object-relational 

database schema into a default XML view whose structure is described by XML Schema. This mapping is 

more intuitive than the mapping from a relational schema to a DTD, because XML Schema is designed in 

such a way that it richly expresses constraints, semantics, and data types. In this paper, we address the issue 

of mapping a Sem-ODM Semantic Schema to a DTD, not an XML Schema, because of the popularity of 

DTDs. Unlike [12, 13], we do not rely on inclusion dependencies to generate the hierarchical structure of 

XML. Because of the explicit and expressive relations between objects in the Sem-ODM, our conversion 

can be performed in a much simpler way than the one in [12, 13]. Additionally, we describe the conversion 

of a database schema, which involves the interleave of multiple categories (similar to tables in the relational 

model), not just a single category as in [12].  

Several XML schema languages, such as DTD and XML Schema among others, have been proposed 

to describe the structure and semantics of XML documents. [15] formally described several XML schema 

languages (DTD, XML Schema, RELAX [17], and others) based on regular tree languages. It represented a 

DTD as a local regular tree grammar, whereas [25] represented a DTD as an extended context free 

grammar and [3] presented a DTD in terms of Description Logic. Lee et al. [12] formalized relational 
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schemas and DTDs, and presented a nesting-based translation algorithm to transform a relational schema 

into a DTD. In [16], Mani et al. formally defined XGrammar, which combines the features of several XML 

schema languages, and studied its data modeling capability and performed the transformation between 

XGrammar and an extended ER model. Our definition is similar to the one in [12] and has been influenced 

by the formalism presented in [16]. However, [16] formalized not just one particular XML schema 

language, but rather a core set of features for several XML schema languages; our work is more specific. 

Moreover, we are concerned with transformations between a DTD and a Sem-ODM Semantic Schema, not 

relational schemas. We also present transformations for both directions, DTD to Semantic Schema and 

vice-versa, not just one direction; in this sense, our work is more complete. 

 

1.2. Outline of the paper 

 

In the rest of this paper, we first present the formal definitions of a DTD and a Semantic Schema in 

section 2. Section 3 formally describes the mapping from a DTD to a Semantic Schema. The formal 

description of mapping from a Semantic Schema to a DTD is presented in section 4. Section 5 concludes 

this paper.  

 

2. Formal Definitions of DTD and Semantic Schema  

2.1. Definition of DTD 

 

Since the appearance of DTDs, many XML schema languages such as XML Schema, and RELAX, 

among others, have been proposed to describe the structure and semantic constraints of XML documents. 

Our focus here is on DTDs due to their simplicity and wide acceptance. Our study has been influenced by 

the research in [16, 3, 12]. We do not consider ENTITY, ENTITIES, NMTOKEN, and NMTOKENS 

attribute types in this paper. 

Before we proceed to define DTDs, we first make some assumptions on some notations.  Assume Â is 

a finite set of attribute names, Ê is a finite set of element names, τ
�

is a finite set of attribute types permitted 

in a DTD and where τ
�

::= { CDATA,ENUM, ID, IDREF, IDREFS} , d
�

is a set of default types that are 
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allowed in a DTD attribute and where d
�

::={ IMPLIED, REQUIRED, FIXED}  or which represents the 

case where no default type is specified, and that û is the default value of an attribute where û=  a set of 

strings or integers allowed in a DTD or û=  (representing no default value) if no default value is provided. 

 

(Definition 1) A Document Type Definition (DTD) is formally denoted by a 4-tuple 
�
 = (E, A, S, P), 

where: 

- E is a finite set of element names, representing elements, E⊆  Ê; 

- A is a finite set of attributes. Each item of A is of the form ���	��
 
  d: v), where X∈ E, a ∈ Â, 

∈τ� , d ∈ d , v ∈ û, representing a is an attribute of element X with  as the attribute type, d as 

the default type, and v as the default value of a;  

- S is a finite set of start symbols, i.e., a set of root elements; 

- P is a set of element definition rules in the form of X →  r, where X, Y∈ E and r is the content 

model of X and can be generalized in the following abstract syntax:  

r::= | Y |PCDATA| ( r ) | r|r | r,r | r?| r*  | r+  

 

In the above definition,  represents the empty string (i.e. EMPTY content), PCDATA represents 

content that consists of any string, ‘ ,’  represents concatenation (Sequence content), ‘ |’  represents Choice 

content, ‘?’  represents zero or one occurrence of r, ‘ * ’  represents zero or more occurrences of r, and ‘+’  

represents one or more occurrences of r. Another content model, ‘ANY’, is not specified in the above 

syntax. Elements of ANY content can contain any information, tagged or untagged, i.e., it can be denoted 

as X* , where X∈ E and X can be of any content defined above.  

For example, the DTD in Figure 1 which is extracted from [21] and slightly modified can be 

represented formally as   
���

 = (E, A, S, P), where: 

- E= {  publication , book, article, title, author, contactauthor, name, first, last, address}  

- A= �����������������������������	� ���!������"	#%$ "�#'&)(+*,$ "	-/.102"	(+#%$ 3�4�� ���5�������	6�78$ "	#%$ &9(+:';'"�&9(+#<$ 3>=  
- S=  { publication}  
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- P= { publication→  (book*, article*), book → (title,author), title→PCDATA, author →  

(name, address), name→  (first?, last), first →PCDATA, last →PCDATA, 

address→ANY, article→  (title, author*, contactauthor), contactauthor → ? @9A  
 

Note that, as in our previous work in [20], we simplify the DTD before the mapping process so that the 

DTD does not contain the Choice content type. Hence, in the following sections, we ignore r|r in the 

definition of r. 

 

2.2. Definition of Semantic Schema 

 

The Sem-ODM (Semantic Binary Object-Oriented Data Model) is a high-level data model which was 

developed at the High-Performance Database Research Center (HPDRC) [19]. As a conceptual level data 

model, it can mirror the real world enterprise scenarios naturally as the ER (Entity Relationship) model 

does.  In addition, it has some advantages of the Object-Oriented data model, such as inheritance, oids, and 

explicit relationships among objects, etc.  

The basic constructs in the Sem-ODM are Categories and Relations, which are like Entities and 

Relationships in ER model, respectively. There are two kinds of categories in the Sem-ODM, Concrete 

Categories and Abstract Categories. Concrete Categories are atomic data types such as String, Number, 

and Boolean, among others. Abstract Categories are categories composed of abstract objects, for example, 

categories such as person and book. The relations in a Semantic Schema are binary. Each of them is created 

from an abstract category, which is called the Domain of the relation, to another category, which is called 

the Range of the relation. Relations from an abstract category to a concrete category are called attributes in 

the ER model (we also call them attributes in a Semantic Schema). Relations from an abstract category to 

an abstract category are just like associations in an Object-Oriented model. Graphically, in the Sem-ODM, 

categories are represented by rectangles.  Solid arrows, starting from the domain categories and ending at 

the range categories are used to represent non-attribute relations. Inheritance is represented by dashed 

arrows from sub-categories to super-categories. Attributes are represented inside category rectangles with a 
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colon (:) delimiting the attribute’s name and type. Cardinality and other constraints (such as totality1) of a 

relation are placed alongside its name in parentheses. Figure 2 shows an example Semantic Schema for 

publications. For example, PUBLICATION is a super-category, which has two sub-categories: BOOK and 

ARTICLE. PUBLICATION has a total attribute called title with a range of Concrete Category String. The 

category BOOK has a relation called the_author pointing to the category AUTHOR. Note that in a Semantic 

Schema, relations without specifying cardinalities have m:1 cardinality by default. 

We now formally define the Sem-ODM model. Before we start, we assume that aCB  is a finite set of 

abstract category names, cCC  is a finite set of concrete category names, RD  is a finite set of relation names, 

and VE is a finite set of strings representing the values of cardinality and totality. 

 

(Definition 2) A Sem-ODM Semantic Schema can be formally denoted as a 4-tuple F =(Ca, W, Cc, R) 

where: 

- Ca is a finite set of abstract category names, Ca ⊆ aCG ; 

- W is a finite set of inheritance relationships and each item in W has the form of (O, S1, S2...Sn), 

where O, Si ∈ Ca, and O is the super-category of Si, (i=1..n); 

- Cc is a finite set of concrete categories name, Cc ⊆ cCH ; 

- R is a finite set of relations in the form of r(c: t :: d →  f), where r ∈ RI , c, t ∈ VJ , d∈Ca, f 

∈Ca ∪ Cc and c denotes the cardinality of r , t the totality, d the domain, and f the range; 

 

For example, the Publication Semantic Schema in Figure 2 can be formalized as F � =(Ca, W, Cc, R), 

where: 

- Ca={ PUBLICATION, BOOK, ARTICLE, AUTHOR, CONTACTAUTHOR, NAME}  

- W ={ (PUBLICATION, BOOK, ARTICLE)}  

- Cc ={ String}  

- R={ title(m_12:total::PUBLICATION →String),  

                                                 
1 A relation R whose domain is C is total if at all times, for every object x in category C, there exists an object y such that xRy.  
2 m_1 represents cardinality m:1, and similarly 1_1, 1_m and m_m represent 1:1, 1:m and m:m, respectively. 
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 address(m_1: total::AUTHOR→String), id(m_1: total::AUTHOR→String),  

 first (m_1:not_total::NAME→String), last (m_1:total::NAME→String), 

 the_author(m_1: total::BOOK →AUTHOR),  

 the_author(m_m:not_total::ARTICLE→AUTHOR),  

 the_contactauthor(m_1: total::ARTICLE→CONTACTAUTHOR),  

 author_name(m_1: total::AUTHOR→NAME),  

 the_author(m_1:not_total::CONTACTAUTHOR→AUTHOR)}  

 

Data in traditional databases is often regarded as un-ordered. This characteristic also holds in the Sem-

ODM. However, this is not the case for the XML data model. For instance, in the DTD example in Figure 

1, there is an order between title and author: the title must appear before author in a book. This ordering 

concept is expressed by the concatenation operator (,) between title and author in the content model of 

element book. Such an order is sometimes called the Element Order [14]. In addition, there is another more 

important ordering concept in the XML data model, the Document Order [4]. Once an XML document is 

created, there is a total order among the elements within the documents. For instance, in Figure 1 the 

element article might have multiple authors. It is meaningful to differentiate between the first author, the 

second one, and so on.  

It is easy to incorporate an ordering concept to support document order in the Sem-ODM. Because the 

Sem-ODM supports user-defined object identifiers (uids) for abstract and binary objects, we can ensure a 

total order among these objects through uniquely defined uids. As for the element order, once the document 

order is supported, it does not seem to be that important, though we still preserve such information in our 

mapping meta-schema. Interested readers can refer to [20] for more details. 

 

3. Transformation from a DTD to a Semantic Schema 

 

The basic constructs of a DTD are elements and attributes. Therefore, the mapping is considered from 

two perspectives: element-related and attribute-related. The basic idea of our mapping algorithm (see [20]) 

is to map the majority of elements into categories. Some special elements (e.g. ANY and PCDATA) are 
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mapped into categories if they do not have any parent element, are shared by multiple parent elements, or 

appear in their only parent element multiple times, and are otherwise mapped into attributes. The insight 

here is to inline a sub-element as an attribute of its parent element if it does not appear in its parent element 

multiple times to reduce the number of categories created. The attributes in a DTD are mapped as relations 

in a Semantic Schema. Additionally, we map the relationships between sub-elements and their parent 

elements to relations of two categories corresponding to the elements in DTD. 

Formally, the mapping from DTD 
�
 = (E, A, S, P) to a Semantic Schema F =(Ca, W, Cc, R) is described 

as follows. 

1. Elements of Empty, Sequence, Mixed content. 

For any X in  

a) X →  r, where X∈E and KML�L	N | ( r ) , i.e. X is of Empty content, or  

b) X →  r, where r::= Y | r,r | r? | r*  | r+  , and X, Y∈ E,  i.e. X is of Sequence content, or  

c) X →  r, where r::= (PCDATA | Y)*  , and X, Y∈ E, i.e. X is of Mixed content 

it is mapped to an abstract category with name X. For example, element book in Figure 1, which is 

a Sequence content element, is mapped to a category called book after applying the above rule. 

 

2. Elements of PCDATA content.  

For any X in X →  r, where r::=(PCDATA) | (PCDATA)* , and X ∈ E, i.e. X is of PCDATA 

content, 

a) if X has only one parent element, Y, and X appears in Y with cardinality only one or ‘?’ , 

i.e. Y →  r, where Y∈ E, X appears in r and no Z ∈ E exists such that Z→  r’ , X appears 

in r’ ,  and Y →  (….X….) or Y →  (….X?….) 

then inline X as an attribute of Y, i.e., map X to an attribute called X such that X(c:t::Y 

→String), where c, and t are determined by the following: 

i. If Y → (….X….), and X →  (PCDATA), then c = m_1, t = total 

ii. If Y → (….X….), and X →  (PCDATA)* , then c = m_1, t = not_total 

iii. If Y →  (….X?….), then c = m_1, t = not_total 
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For example, consider first in Figure 1. It is an example of a). It will be mapped to an 

attribute of category name, such that first(m_1:not_total::name→String).  

Note that in this case, any attribute a of X has to be mapped as an attribute of Y with 

name X_a (see rule 5 for more detail). 

b) if X does not have parents or has more than one parent,  

Then X is mapped to a Category called X with one attribute r such that r(c:t::X→String),  

where c, and t are determined as  follows: 

i. If X → (PCDATA), Then c = m_1, t = total 

ii. If X → (PCDATA*), Then c = m_m, t = not_total 

 

For example, consider the element title in Figure 1. It will be mapped as a category title 

with an attribute data, as data(m_1: total: title→String). In addition, since it has two 

parent elements, book and article, the parent-child relationships in 
�
 are mapped as two 

relations in F , one from book to title and the other from article to title, as book_title(m_1: 

total::book→ title) and article_title(m_1: total::article→ title) according to the rule 4 

below. 

Or  

c) if X has one parent Y  but the cardinality of X in Y is ‘ * ’  or ‘+’ , then  

X is mapped to a Category X as explained in b) above. 

  

3. Elements of ANY content. 

For an element X of ANY content  

a) if X has only one parent element Y, and X appears in Y with cardinality only one or ‘?’ , X 

can be handled in the same way as 2-a)-i and 2-a)-iii above, except that we need to 

modify the range of relation X from String to XMLType, which is a special data type that 

is introduced in the Sem-ODM to handle data of ANY type. For example, element 

address is mapped to an attribute of author as address(m_1: total::author →XMLType). 
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b) if X does not have parents or has more than one parent, X is mapped to a Category called 

X with one attribute r such that r(m_1:not_total::X→XMLType). 

c) if X has one parent Y  but the cardinality of X in Y is ‘ * ’  or ‘+’ , then it is treated the same 

as in 3-b). 

 

4. Relationship mapping 

a) Relationship in Sequence content. 

For every X in the form of X→ (r1, r2, ….rn), where r i ::= Yi | Yi ? | Yi *  | Yi +  and Yi ∈ E 

(i=1..n), we map the sub-element relationship between X and r i into a relation X_r i (c:t::X 

→  Yi  ), where c and t are determined as follows: 

i. If r i ::=Yi, then c = m_1, t = total 

ii. If r i ::=Yi?, then c = m_1, t = not_total 

iii. If r i ::=Yi* , then c = m_m, t = not_total 

iv. If r i ::=Yi+ , then c = m_m, t = total 

 

For example, the sub-element relationship between book and author in Figure 1 is 

mapped to a relation called book_author (m_1: total::book→author).  

 

b) Relationship in Mixed content. 

Similarly, for every X in the form of X→ (PCDATA| Y1 | …|.Yn)* , where Yi ∈ E (i=1..n), 

each sub-element relationship between X and Yi can be mapped into a relation described 

in 4-a)-iii. As for the PCDATA part, a category with a system-generated unique name C 

will be created with an attribute r such that r(m_1:total::C→String). Then a relation will 

be created for X and C as X_C (m_m:not_total::X →  C ). 

 

5. Attribute mapping 
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For each item u ∈ A, where u = O�PRQ�S S�T�SVUXW , where X∈ E, a ∈ Â,  ∈τY , d ∈ dZ , v ∈ û, we map 

attribute a to a relation and the property of the relation is determined according to the following 

rules: 

(1) If X falls into 2-a), i.e., X is of PCDATA content element with one parent element Y and X 

appears in Y with only one or ? cardinality, then X is inlined as an attribute of Y in this case in 

2-a). In this situation, we have to inline all the attributes of X as attributes of Y, i.e., we map 

attribute a to a relation X_a(c:t::CY →E), where CY  denotes the category corresponding to Y, 

and c, t and E are defined as follows. 

a) If Y → (….X….),  then c, t and E are determined in the same procedure as in the 

following (2). 

b) If Y → (….X?….),  then t = not_total and c and E are determined in the same procedure 

as in the following (2). 

(2) Otherwise, we map attribute a to a relation a of X, i.e., a(c:t::CX →E), where CX  denotes the 

category corresponding to element X and  c,  t and E are defined as the following: 

a) If  = CDATA, then  

i. If d = IMPLIED or , then c =m_1, t =not_total, E =String  

ii. If d = REQUIRED, then c =m_1, t =total, E =String  

b) If  = ENUM, then 

i. If d []\�^`_1a2\	bdcfe�g h�i�j�kMl c =m_1, t =not_total, E =Enumerate and v will be the 

enumerated values 

ii. If d = REQUIRED, then c =m_1, t =total, E =Enumerate and v will be the 

enumerated values 

c) If  = ID, then 

i. If d = IMPLIED or , then c =m_1, t =not_total, E =String  

ii. If d = REQUIRED, then c =m_1, t =total, E =String 

For example, attribute id of element author in Figure 1 is transformed into an attribute of 

Category author, i.e., id(m_1: total::author →String). 

d) If  = IDREF, then 
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i. If d = IMPLIED or , then c =m_1, t =not_total, E = undefined  

ii. If d = REQUIRED, then c =m_1, t =total, E = undefined  

Note that in this case, the range category E has to be decided by the designer who is 

performing the mapping. For example, attribute authorID of element contactauthor in 

Figure 1 is transformed into a relation from Category contactauthor to Category author, 

i.e., authorID (m_1: not_total::contactauthor →author). 

e) m�n opm	q'r9s+t1uwv�x�y�zM{  

i. If d = IMPLIED or , then c =m_m, t =not_total, E = undefined 

ii. If d= REQUIRED, then c =m_m, t =total, E = undefined  

Note that similar to case d) when = IDREF, the range category E has to be decided by 

the designer who is performing the mapping. 

 

For example, the DTD in Figure 1 will be mapped to the following Semantic Schema F  = (Ca, W, Cc, 

R), where: 

- Ca={ publication,book, author, title, article, name, contactauthor }  

- W = ∅  

- Cc ={ String, XMLType}  

- R={ publication_book(m_m:not_total:publication→book), 

publication_article(m_m:not_total:publication→article),   

 data(m_1: total: title→String),  

 book_title(m_1: total::book → title),  

 book_author(m_1: total::book →author),  

author_name(m_1:total::author →name), 

 address(m_1: total::author →XMLType),  

 id(m_1:total::author →String),  

 first (m_1: not_total::name→String),  

 last (m_1:total::name→String),  

 article_title(m_1: total::article→ title), 
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 article_author(m_m: not_total::article→author), 

 article_contactauthor(m_1: total::article→contactauthor),  

 authorID(m_1:not_total::contactauthor →author)}   

 

4. Transformation from a Semantic Schema to a DTD 

 

Converting a Semantic Schema to a DTD is straightforward, compared to the opposite transformation. 

We can map categories to elements and relations to parent-child element relationships. Attributes can be 

mapped to either elements or relations according to the circumstances. However, there are still some subtle 

points which need special attention in the transformation process, for example, how to deal with 

inheritance, and how to choose the root element, etc.  

A detailed mapping from a Semantic Schema F  =(Ca, W, Cc, R) to a DTD 
�
 = (E, A, S, P) can be 

described as follows.  

 

1. Category mapping: 

Map each category C∈Ca to an element Ec, i.e., E=E∪ {  Ec } . For example, Categories BOOK 

and ARTICLE in Figure 2 are mapped as elements BOOK and ARTICLE, respectively. 

2. Attribute mapping: 

For each relation r∈R, where r(c: t ::d →  f) , c, t ∈ V, d ∈ Ca, f ∈ Cc  (i.e. r is an attribute of d) 

a) If c = 1_1 or m_1 

i. If f = Enumerate 

Then r is mapped to an attribute ar of ENUM type of Ed, where Ed is the element 

corresponding to category d, i.e. Ed (ar: ENUM: d: v), and the default type d is 

determined as follows: 

• If t = total, then d = REQUIRED 

• else, d =  

Additionally, the default value v is determined by the default value of the relation r. 

ii. Otherwise (r is not of ENUM type) 
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Then r is mapped to an attribute ar of CDATA type of Ed, where Ed is the element 

corresponding to category d, i.e. Ed (ar: CDATA: d: v), and default type d and default 

value of the attribute are determined in same procedure as the above. 

For example, Category PUBLICATION in Figure 2 has a total attribute called title 

which is of String type. It will be mapped as a REQUIRED attribute of the element 

PUBLICATION, i.e., we will have PUBLICATION (tit|~} ���������������+���'���	�+�d�%� ���  
b) If c = 1_m or m_m 

Then r is mapped to a sub-element Er of Ed, where Ed is the element corresponding to the 

category d, Ed→ (.....Er….) and Er →PCDATA. The cardinality of Er in Ed is determined as 

follows: 

i. If t =not_total, then Ed →  (… Er*….) 

ii. If t =total, then Ed → (… Er+….)  

In the above mapping algorithm, a 1:m or m:m attribute is mapped as an element instead of an 

attribute. This is because in DTDs no attribute type except the IDREFS type can express the 1-to-

m multiplicity. Since in some situations the IDREFS type is not appropriate for this 

transformation, a general solution is to map 1:m or m:m attributes to sub-elements of their domain 

elements.  

 

3. Relation Mapping: 

For each relation r∈R, where r(c: t:: d →  f) , c, t ∈ V, d∈Ca, f ∈Ca (i.e. r is a relation between 

two abstract category d and f) 

Then r is mapped to the sub-element relationship between Ed and Ef, and Ed → (.....Ef….), where Ed 

and Ef are elements corresponding to the abstract category d and f. The cardinality of Ef  in Ed is 

determined as follows: 

a) If c = m_1 or 1_1, and t = not_total, then Ed → (… Ef?….) 

b) If c = m_1 or 1_1, and t = total, then Ed → (… Ef….) 

c) If c = m_m or 1_m, and t = not_total, then Ed → (… Ef*….) 

d) If c = m_m or 1_m, and t = total, then Ed → (… Ef+….) 
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In the above transformation, we put the range element directly as a sub-element of the domain 

element, for instance, the relation the_author with domain BOOK and range AUTHOR is mapped 

as the sub-element relationship between BOOK and AUTHOR as in BOOK →  (AUTHOR). This is 

because a relation in a Semantic Schema actually indicates the relationship between the domain 

category and range category. In a DTD, such a relationship is embodied by the sub-element 

relationship between the parent element (corresponding to the domain) and child element 

(corresponding to the range). Hence, it is not necessary to keep the relation name in the DTD. 

However, in some situations, it may be desirable to keep the relation name to indicate the 

semantics of the sub-elements. For instance, suppose there are two relation r1 and r2 from category 

d to category f. We will have the following mapping result if we follow the above mapping 

scheme: Ed → (f c,f c),where c represents the mapped cardinality and is determined according to 

the above description. It’ s not clear to users what these two fs represent. A better solution is to 

transform such relations into Ed → (r1
c,r2

c), r1 →Ef and  r2 →Ef. Therefore, to make the mapping 

semantically easier to understand, we let users to tune the DTD at the end of the transformation. In 

this way, they can introduce appropriate intermediate elements which can correctly represent the 

semantics of the sub-element relationship. 

 

4. Inheritance mapping 

For each u = (O, S1, S2, ….Sn) ∈ W in F , where O, Si ∈ Ca, (i=1..n), and O is the super-category of 

Si, create an attribute id of ID type with #REQUIRED default type in EO and an attribute id of 

IDREF type with #REQUIRED default type in each siE , where EO is the element corresponding 

to super-category O and siE is the element corresponding to Si (i=1..n). For example, 

PUBLICATION is the super-category of BOOK and ARTICLE in Figure 2, we map this inheritance 

relationship to PUBLICATION→ � � , �����+�w���������>�����R�� �¡V��¢%¡¤£+¥�¦'���	£+¥d¢%¡ §©¨
BOOK(id:IDREF:REQUIRED: ª¬«>�®�¯�°²±�³>´8µw¶²·R¸�®�¹V³�º'°+¶+»²¹V°+¶²¼'½�³�°+¶+º%¹  ¾©¿  
 

5. Introducing a root element Eroot 
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The name of Eroot is decided by the designer. This element Eroot will become the root element in 
�
, 

i.e., S= Eroot. , E=E∪ {  Eroot } . For example, to transform the Semantic Schema in Figure 2, we 

introduce a root element called Eroot = PUBs. 

 

6. Introducing a sub-element relationship Eroot → (ES1* , ES2* ,…., ESn* ), where 
iSE  (i=1..n) is the 

element corresponding to the category in Ca. For example, we introduce PUBs→  

(PUBLICATION*,BOOK*,ARTICLE*,AUTHOR*,CONTACTAUTHOR*,NAME*) for the schema 

in Figure 2.  

 

At the end of the mapping process, designers can tune the resulting DTD into one that better expresses 

the semantics by, for example, using a relation name representing the parent-child relationship as 

explained in the rule 3 above or changing the sub-element relationship mapping to IDREF reference 

mapping. For instance, in Figure 2 the relation the_author between category CONTACTAUTHOR and 

AUTHOR is mapped to the sub-element relationship between CONTACTAUTHOR and AUTHOR as in 

CONTACTAUTHOR→ (AUTHOR?). An alternative way to express this relationship is to create an 

attribute id of ID type with #REQUIRED default type in AUTHOR (omitted in our example, since 

there is already such an attribute) and then create an attribute ref_author of IDREF type with 

#IMPLIED default type in CONTACTAUTHOR. In case AUTHOR has ‘ * ’  or ‘+’  cardinality in 

CONTACTAUTHOR, then an IDREFS, instead of IDREF, attribute is created in CONTACTAUTHOR. 

If AUTHOR has only one or ‘+’  cardinality in CONTACTAUTHOR, i.e., 

CONTACTAUTHOR→ (AUTHOR) or CONTACTAUTHOR→ (AUTHOR+), then the attribute 

ref_author of IDREF type has #REQUIRED default type in CONTACTAUTHOR. 

 

For example, the DTD corresponding to the Publication Schema in Figure 2 is 
��À

 = (E, A, S, P), where: 

- E  = { PUBs, PUBLICATION, BOOK, ARTICLE, AUTHOR, CONTACTAUTHOR,NAME}  

- ÁfÂÄÃ�Å1Æ'Ç)È2É	ÊËÁ�Ì,É	Í�Î%Ï�Ð�Ñ5Ð�Ò5ÓÕÔ�Ê)Ö'Á×ÌdÁ%ÔÙØ9Ú+Û'Æ'É	Ø9ÚdÖ%Ô Ü�ÝÞÅßÆ'Ç)È2É�Ê)Á×ÌdÉ�Í�Î%Ï	Ñ�à8ÔMÉ�Ö%ÔMØ9Ú+Û'Æ'É~Ø9Ú+Ö%Ô
Ü�Ý'Ç)Í'Í'á'Ï�Ñ5à�Ô)É�Ö'Ø9Ú+â,ÔËØ9Ú+Û'Æ'É�Ø9Ú+Ö%Ô Ü	ÝãÁ×Ø9Ì,É	Ê9È2Ú+Ï�Ñ�à8Ô²É	Ö'Ø9Údâ,Ô)Ø9ÚdÛ'Æ'É	Ø9Ú+ÖpÔ Ü�Ý
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ä×å'ædç'è'é9ê�ë�ì�ì�í�î�ïðï�ñóò9ôãä×ædä%ñ9é9õ+ö'å'÷	é9õ,ô%ñ ø�ù×ä×å'ædç'è'é9ê�ú5ì�ñ�÷	ô%ñ�é9õ,ö'å'÷	é9õ+ô%ñ ø�ù
û ä×ü/õ+ê~ýRú�í	ï�þXñ ò9ôãä×æ,ä%ñ ñ ø	ù û ä�ü/õ+ê�ÿ�ë ï�þ~ñ ò)ôãä×æ,ä�ñ é9õ,ö'å'÷�é9õdô%ñ ø��

 

- S  = { PUBs}  

- P  = {PUBs→  (PUBLICATION*, BOOK*, ARTICLE*,AUTHOR*,CONTACTAUTHOR*, 

NAME*),  

     PUBLICATION → � �����	�
��� →  (AUTHOR),  

   ARTICLE→  ( AUTHOR*, CONTACTAUTHOR), AUTHOR→  (NAME),     

   CONTACTAUTHOR →  (AUTHOR?), NAME→  ���  

 

5. Conclusions 

 

In this paper, we formally described DTDs and Sem-ODM Semantic Schemas in order to facilitate the 

explanation of schema transformation between the two data models. All of the structure and semantic 

constraints defined in DTDs can be captured naturally in Sem-ODM Semantic Schemas by the 

transformation algorithms that we proposed.  Elements in DTDs are modeled as categories or inlined as 

attributes in some special cases, while attributes, and parent-child element relationships are converted into 

binary relations in the Sem-ODM. A Sem-ODM Semantic Schema can also be converted into a DTD by 

mapping categories to elements, attributes to attributes or elements, and relations to parent-child element 

relationships. By formalizing the transformation in both directions, the differences, similarities, and 

possible interaction of the two data models are expressed.  

The implementation of the transformations is ongoing. We have implemented the transformation from 

DTDs to Semantic Schemas and plan to continue until the mappings in both directions are complete. In 

addition, we would like to extend our work to XML Schema. Compared to XML Schema, DTD has some 

limitations, such as very limited data types, untyped IDREF(S), among others. Some data type information 

in the Semantic Schema is lost during the Semantic Schema to DTD transformation process because DTD 

is geared toward the support of String data. Some features of the Sem-ODM cannot be exploited when 

mapping Semantic Schemas to DTDs. For example, the Sem-ODB supports user-defined Integer, Real, 

Enumerate, and String categories while providing a way to specify the data format for each type. Users can 
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specify the minimum and maximum number of an Integer Category, or use regular expressions to denote 

the format of a String category. Similar features are supported in XML Schema. We expect to be able to 

utilize these rich semantic features of the Sem-ODM in publishing Sem-ODB data as XML.  
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Figure 1    

DTD Running Example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

Publication Semantic Schema Example 
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<!DOCTYPE  publication  [ 
<!ELEMENT publication (book*, article*)> 
<!ELEMENT book (title, author)> 
<!ELEMENT title  (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT author (name, address)> 
<!ATTLIST author   id ID #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT name (first?, last)> 
<!ELEMENT first (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT last  (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT address ANY> 
<!ELEMENT article (title, author* , contactauthor)> 
<!ELEMENT contactauthor EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST contactauthor authorID IDREF   #IMPLIED> 

] > 
 


